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TresselTM  
 
 
If you are looking for process automation 
opportunities, the Order Fulfillment process is often 
a good place to start.  It is a complex process with a 
number of sub-processes (receipt, acceptance, 
confirmation, manufacturing, packaging and 
shipping), multiple documents (advanced shipping 
notices, bills of lading, proforma invoices, packing 
slips, and shipping labels), and lots of data to track 
and reconcile (units ordered versus units built 
versus units packed versus units shipped versus 
units installed versus units invoiced). Streamlining 
and automating portions of this process can provide 
significant paybacks, both in terms of cost savings 
and customer satisfaction.  
 

Solving Real-Life Problems 
That was the inspiration behind TresselTM, our 
barcoding and shipping tool.  It was developed in 
partnership with one of our customers, a major 
automotive manufacturer, to help them manage 
interactions with their suppliers.  This tool makes it 
easier to package parts for shipment, improves the 
accuracy of the shipping data and simplifies the 
process of generating shipping documents.   
 

Flexible Workflow 
TresselTM is a shipping software.  It’s customizable, 
so you can determine which process steps to 
automate and then build the workflow to manage 
those steps.  This flexibility is one of the major 
advantages of using TresselTM.  This tool doesn’t 
force users to conform to someone else’s standard 
process; it allows them to define a process 
consistent with their own way of working.  This 
makes it much easier to adopt the new tool and 
shortens the time it takes to begin realizing the 
benefits.  
 

Key Features 
TresselTM allows you to create and maintain data 
about each of your customers, including their ship-

  
TresselTM  Features & Benefits 

 

• Flexible workflow conforms to fit 
the way your company works 
today 

• Stores customer data (ship-to 
locations, crate and pallet set-
ups, customer-assigned product 
IDs) for use in future shipments 

• Supports both Lot Tracking and 
Serialization for traceability 

• Integrates with business systems 
to provide process updates 

• “Scan to build” speeds packing 
process 

• Generates all required 
documents (ASNs, bills of lading, 
packing lists, proforma invoices, 
shipping labels) 

• Workflow conforms to your 
process, making it easy for your 
employees to adopt the new 
software 

• “Scan to build” improves the 
accuracy and speeds the packing 
of customer shipments 

• Product ID cross-referencing 
makes the experience better for 
your customers because 
products are shipped using their 
custom product IDs 

• Lot Tracking and Serialization 
make it easy to find end 
customers for product recalls  
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to locations and specific crate and pallet 
configurations. It also helps you work with 
customers who assign their own product IDs to your 
products, by providing a cross-reference table that 
maps your product ID with theirs.  
 
Another important feature is “scan-to-build,” which 
dramatically improves the process of packaging 
products for shipment.  It allows orders to be built in 
real-time by scanning the serialized tags from the 
items that are being packed.  You can add multiple 
pallets and assign containers to those pallets. Once 
this order is saved on the scanner software, the 
information is sent to Tressel so the order can be 
completed and sent through EDI. 
 
TresselTM supports both Lot Tracking and 
Serialization, so that you can trace the movements 
of your products and identify the end customer in 
the event of a quality issue or recall.  
 
TresselTM  can use demand information from your 
ERP system to determine which orders are ready to 
pack, which products and quantities to include and 
where those products are to be shipped.  
 
The system generates all of the required 
documentation (advanced shipment notifications, 
bills of lading, packing lists, shipping labels, etc.).    
 

Learn More 
Tressel provides all the flexibility you need to 
manage your shipping needs.  Let us show how this 
tool will allow you to “get Automated.” 

 
About Acclimate 

 
Acclimate specializes in helping 
companies get integrated, get 
automated and get empowered.  
 
Our SimplicITTM Electronic “Data 
Interchange (EDI) software and ANCTM 
Value-Added Network platform 
combine rules-based integrations with 
fast and reliable data transfer to 
provide seamless communication 
across your value-chain.  
 
Our Process Automation and Custom 
Development services eliminate 
bottlenecks and redundancies in your 
processes, capture the data needed to 
effectively manage them, and deliver 
automated solutions optimized for 
throughput and quality.  
 
Our Empowerment solutions transform 
your data into actionable information 
that enables you to manage your 
processes effectively and empowers 
your employees to make real-time 
decisions. 
 
If you would like to know more, contact 
us at (937) 684-9004 or visit our 
website at www.acclimate.com.  We 
welcome the opportunity to help you 
get Acclimated. 
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